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Advocacy: long Titan Machinery (TITN) with an investment time frame of 12 months (Ticker: TITN) 

 
 
Business description/Synopsis: 
Titan Machinery (TITN) is currently trading at a depressed multiple on depressed earnings after missing earnings for 2 
quarters due to the drought this summer. Meanwhile US farming fundamentals and potential consolidation opportunities 
behind TITN’s stellar historical growth are intact. TITN has at least 75% upside from current price of $20 with conservative 
margin assumptions at historical multiple of 14x TTM earnings for FY2014 (ending Jan 2014). 
 
TITN, with TTM $1.86bn in revenue and $43MM in earnings, is the largest Case New Holland (CNH) agricultural 
equipment (84% of sales) distributor in the world, and the largest CNH construction equipment (16% of sales) distributor in 
North America. CNH is the 2nd largest ag equipment manufacturer with $14.2bn sales behind Deere with $24.1bn. In 
construction CNH is the 4th with $3.9bn sales behind Caterpillar ($57.4bn), Komatsu ($22.2bn) and Deere ($5.4bn). 
 
Headquartered in West Fargo, ND, TITN operates at 106 locations, with 96 in American Midwest, 10 in Romania and 
Bulgaria. As of FY 2012 (ended on 1/31/2012), TITN operates in 4 segments: equipment (79% sales, 10% gross margin), 
parts (12% sales, 30% gross margin), service (6% sales, 64% gross margin) and rental (3% of sales, 31% gross margin). 
Noticeably 21% of revenue from parts, service and rental contributed 53% of gross profit, which is important to understand 
the business as parts/service/rental revenue is more sustainable and would grow organically with more machineries sold.  
 
Over the last 8 years TITN has shown extremely strong growth: CAGR of 43% in sales, 116% in earnings and 67% in book 
value during FY04-12. Since 2006 growth came from both aggressive acquisition (53% of top line growth) and SSS growth 
(47% of top line growth). The company has had a successful track record on integrating acquired stores by completing 46 
acquisitions of 101 stores since January 2003. 
  
TITN’s stock started to go down this July from above $30 corresponding to the severe Midwest drought. The stock took 
another 25% hit down to $20 on 9/10 when the company missed quarterly earning guidance a second consecutive time 
announcing 2Q/FY13 EPS of $0.25 compared to consensus estimate of $0.43 although revenue has met prior guidance up 
32% YOY. The earning miss was mainly due to current depressed equipment margin below 9% compared historical level 
around 10%. Due to the drought, industry-wide higher inventory led to pricing pressure on equipment sales. At $20, TITN is 
only trading at 9.6x LTM earnings and 7.5x FY13E earnings. This is very cheap compared to historical multiple of 15x LTM 
earnings and 13x NTM earnings. Most importantly, the fundamentals behind US farming industry and TITN’s future growth 
trajectory which supported TITN’s historical multiple have remained intact despite this year’s drought. 
 
Investment thesis 
At $20/share, TITN is trading at a depressed multiple on depressed earnings. The fundamentals behind TITN’s historical 
multiples have remained intact despite the drought. Barring any severe natural catastrophe, margins would return to 
normal levels after industry inventory has been worked down. In such a scenario, TITN could easily make over $2.60 EPS 
for FY2014 (ending on 1/31/2014) and the stock should be over $35 at historical multiple. 
 
Discussion 
Industry fundamentals sound in the medium term 
A critical question to revenue/earning growth and sentiment on the stock is: whether we’re at the top of an agriculture cycle 
and due for an equipment demand decline. Equipment demand drivers include: cash crop receipts, production input costs, 
farmer balance sheet, interest rate, depreciation bonus and etc. Current farmer debt/equity is at a historical low of 11.4%. 
The average ratio was respectively at of 13.3%, 17.7% for 2000’s, 1990’s and 23.1% for 1980’s when the last US farm bust 
happened. Cash crop receipt is the most important factor of all, which in turn is determined by 3 drivers: commodity prices, 
planted acreage and yields. On the supply side, US planted acreage has been relatively stable and yields which fluctuate 
in the short term have been constantly rising over time due to larger scale farming with improving technology. At the 
moment, the most important medium-term equipment demand driver is commodity price, of which export is the leading 
indicator. This is because historically farm cycle busts were led by export drop which increased inventory and dampened 
prices. This is particularly important currently as export % of production in 2011 reached 33.4%, significantly higher than 
2000’s average of 25.9%. Fortunately there are no major signs that are suggesting a medium term export drop and USDA 
is currently forecasting strong export through 2015.  
 
In the short term, overall net farm income has not been hurt by drought, of which the damages are offset by higher 
commodity prices and crop insurance. At the moment USDA is forecasting a historical high for nominal net farm income of 
$122.2bn in 2012, significantly above the 10-year average of $72bn.  
 

9/27/2012 Target Shares Market Book TTM TTM TTM TTM NTM
Ticker Exchange Price Price Out (MM) Cap Value EBITDA EBIT Earning P/E Earning
TITN Nasdaq $20.25 $35 21.0 425.9 368.8 107 88 43 9.4x 57
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TITN strong growth potential intact 
In the next 3-5 years, TITN will be able to achieve at least 10%-15% acquisition growth according to management and 
most likely low single digit SSS growth. The visibility into future acquisition growth is due to total market size and 
fragmented nature of the industry. Meanwhile due to TITN’s experience in successfully integrating acquisitions and 
abundant opportunities to acquire at low multiples, most deals should be immediately accretive. 
 
The overall market size and industry fragmentation provide space for TITN to consolidate smaller dealers. CNH had $6.8bn 
2011 US sales which have grown at 10.2% CAGR while the end market has not grown. Thus TITN currently has a 19% 
penetration rate for CNH’s US market. Just within the 10 states where TITN currently operates there are 274 dealer 
locations that could be acquired with total revenue over $2bn.  US farm equipment distribution industry is overall very 
fragmented, with the top 3 distributors having 12% market share (TITN has the most locations).  
 
TITN’s management has become experienced in selecting sound acquisition targets and efficiently integrating acquired 
dealerships, thus achieving attractive post-integration ROIC. As mentioned above TITN has completed 46 acquisitions of 
101 stores since 2003. When TITN makes an acquisition the company pays the fair value of dealership’s fixed assets and 
then refinances the floor-planned inventory. Total equity/net acquisition price is usually only 1x-2x the dealership’s LTM 
earnings, which speaks to the industry fragmentation and lack of succession plans for many dealers. Particularly many 
dealers are getting close to retirement age while their children don’t want to take over their family business. Operationally, 
after an acquisition TITN improves the dealership by introducing the “Titan Operating Model” which includes aligning store 
manager pay with value enhancing metrics, giving the store manager significant decision power, improving inventory 
management and centralizing back office processes.  
 
Balance Sheet/Valuation 
Leverage 
Optically TITN looks highly leveraged at over 2x debt/equity but majority of liabilities are non-recourse floorplan inventory 
financing which is similar to accounts payable. In case credit conditions worsen, TITN could just return the inventory to 
repay the inventory financing. About half of floorplan financing is non-interest bearing and interest on the other notes 
ranges from 2.25% to 7.25%. FY12 EBITDA over net interest is 12.1x which is a high coverage ratio. 
 
Valuation 
Taking into account current US farming industry fundamentals and TITN’s future growth potential, the historical multiple of 
14-15x TTM earnings is reasonable. TITN’s closest comp Cervus (TSE:CVL) is currently trading at 14.1x TTM earnings. 
With very conservative margin assumptions, for FY2014 (ending on 1/31/2014) TITN EPS should be over $2.60 and under 
normal margin EPS should be well over $3.0. At 14x multiple, these would translate into a stock price of $36 and $42 
respectively in about a year.  
 
Management 
TITN has very experienced management team with strong incentives for stock appreciation. CEO David Meyer has worked 
at the company since 1980 and owns 14% of shares outstanding. President Peter Christianson has been at the company 
since 2002 when his dealership was acquired by TITN. 
 
Risks 
Reliance on 1 supplier 
CNH products make up about 80% of TITN’s sales. The risk of CNH hurting TITN is minimal. As the #1 CNH farm 
equipment distributor, the relationship between TITN and CNH is symbiotic. Half of TITN’s acquisitions have come from 
CNH’s referrals.  
 
The risk of CNH products losing out in competition is small. Differentiation among farm machineries is small and farmers 
are more loyal to dealers than brands as they care more about maintenance and parts services from the dealers. The 
market share division among Deere, CNH and AgCo has been mostly the same in the past 10 years. 
 
Summary 
In short, TITN is oversold due to margin compression caused by this summer’s severe drought while industry fundamentals 
and potential consolidation opportunities are intact. Stock price should recover once margins stabilize which should reverse 
the sentiment on company. 
 


